
 

 

 

 

Queries with regard to accommodation: 

 

1. Whether accommodation could be arranged by organizers? 

Yes. On prior intimation it will be done on first cone first served basis. 

You may please write a mail to icvo2023@gmail.com with the subject label as 'Request for accommodation 

during ICVO' and clearly state your preferred accommodation type..single v/s shared, AC v/s non AC, etc. 

Organizers will try to  meet the requirements as much as possible. 

Accommodation on shared basis including dormitories,  that is quite economical is also available. SO 

INTIMATE YOUR REQUIREMENT (AFTER FINISHING YOUR REGISTRATION) ASAP THROUGH 

EMAIL TO icvo2023@gmail.com  

 

2. Whether transport between venue and accommodation place will be arranged? 

Yes, at fixed timings prior to start of the proceedings each day and at the end of the day. 

 

3. Whether participation certificates are issued after the conference? 

Yes. on the final day it will be issued to all the participants.  Participants taking part in person only will be 

eligible for the certificate. 

 

4. Could one participate without submitting extended summary foe the conference? 

Yes. However, it is recommended that you submit an extended summary so that you can share your ideas and 

research with all the participants. 

 

5. Whether one can submit any conceptual and ideation related extended summaries? 

Yes. It is a great opportunity to present your ideas and out of the box thinking to solve any issues related to 

all the aspects of vegetable oil value chain.  Especially anything related to AI, ML, ROBOTICS, Diagnostics, 

smart agri, digital agri, sensor based techniques,  soil and plant health issues, DSS, drones, data analytics, etc. 

These are upcoming fields and any abstract in this area is a welcome.  

 

6. What are the Special features and attractions for young researchers and students ? 

There are oral presentations exclusively for young researchers and students and they are selected based on the 

extended summary submitted. There are many prizes to be won in each of these sections. 

 

Also, the posters that are displayed will be adjudged for best poster awards. 


